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Deformation of ground during tunnelling within highly weathered weak rock

H. S.Chung, S. H. Lee & DX Kim
Hanyang University Seoul, Korea

SYNOPSIS! Most portion of 2nd phase Seoul Metropolitan Subway System is planned to be constructed by tunnuling. Since the double
track tunnel line is located between 15 m to 25 m below ground surface, it passes through highly weathered rock zone with only a few
meters of residual soils or decomposed rock covers above tunnel crown. Alluvial deposits are 'formed right above the weathered rock
surface.

The upper half of about 10 m diameter tunnel had been excavated first and the lower half was removed by bench-cut. The length
of the bench was between 150 m to 200 m. _ ` `>

During the whole excavation operation settlements of ground surface' and deformation of tunnel sections were monitored at about 20
stations. The defomuations were related to the distances from the monitoring station to turmel face(

It was observed that _the time dependent deformations of ground, which are often neglected in design phase, during and after tunnel
excavation were considerable and not negligible. Therefore the prediction methods for deformations of ground tunnel section according
to time-independent analysis should be supplemented.

1. INTRODUCTION
I

In Seoul Metropolitan area 8 Lines, 291.4 km of Mass Transit
System is' scheduled to be completed by 1996. Most of the
tracks of those lines. are planned to be _const:ructed in tunnel with

their crowns being at the depth between 15 m to 25 m below
ground surface. `

In downtown Seoul areas a typical soil proiile is such that
about 10 m thick E11 or alluvial deposits eovers weathered zone

of bed rock. Therefore in most cases tunnel crowns are located
in completely or highly weathered rock. The highly weathered
rock covers above the crowns range fnom 5 m ‘to 10m and in
some cases less than 5 m.(Fig.1) '

In this study about 500 m portion of subway tunnel which had

been _constructed in Precambrian Kyunggi Metamorphic Complex
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bed rock, was chosen for the investigations. During construction
data concerning ground deformation and stress in supporting
structures had been collected at 20 m interval.

.They had been analyzed to investigate the relationship between
ground deformation and face-distance which is the distance from
measuring section to tunnel face. Understanding the ground
behavior better with respect to tunnel face advances would help
to make better and rational modelling and simulation when
designing and constructing tunnels.

2 DESIGNED TUNNEL

The horse-shoe shape was 10.276 m wide and 8.240 m high for
double track subway.(Fig.2) Above tunnel crown were 7m
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Fig.1 Longitudinal subsurface proile



alluvium and 8m highly weathered biotite gneiss. Moderately
weathered rock appeared right below the crown, The tunnel had
been dug by blasting upper half face Erst and then lower half
later by bench cut blasting. A long bench of about 150 m was
adopted.
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Fig.2 Tunnel configuration

The primary support system consists of -20 cmshotcrete with
wire mesh, steel 1ib(H_100><100><6><8) at 1 m interval and 4 IH
long rock bolts at 1 m>< 1.5 m grid pattern. The secondary
inner' lining was designed to be 30 cm thick plain ooncrete.(Tabl6
1.)

Table 1. Support system

r Item Specification
Excavation rnet:hod Half-cut

'Thickness of shotcrete 20 cm
Le 4.00 m

R°°k B°“ i ~ ngth 1.50 m lateral
D25,SD35 Distance‘ ' 1.00 m longitudinal

Steel rib 1.00 m H- 100><100x6x8
Wire mesh in & out side ¢ 4.8x100x100

Lining thickness 30 cm 1

3 MEASUREMENT OF GROUND DEFORMATION

About 40 measurement sections had been chosen at 20 m
interval At each section ground settlement, crown sag and
lateral displacements of sidewalls were measured.

Only a half of collected data had been considered to be reliable.
Therefore data’ for 20 sections were chosen to be analyzed. Data
were plotted against face-distance(Fig.3).

3.1 Surface settlements

Measurements of ground surface settlements began 40 m before
the tunnel face passes the measuring section and continued until
the settlement converged to a certain value. All analyzed ground
settlement measurements had been normalized by dividing them
by the maximum settlement at the section and they were plotted
against the face-distance in multiple of ttmnel diamet:er.(Fig.4)

A regression analysis was carried out and a curve was drawn
to fit the data. It is seen that ground settlement began when
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Fig.3 Typical ground deformation versus the face-distance
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Fig.4 Ratio of the measured to the maximum surface settlement

versus the face-distance

the tunnel face reached a point about twice the tunnel diameter
before the measuring sections, and it continued to increase -until
the tunnel face proceeded past the section to a distance 5~6
times the tunnel diameter.

But the distance where the ground settlement stopped to
increase was larger than expected. By theory of elasticity the
magnitude of ground settlement after tunnel face advances
beyond a face-distance of 3 times the tunnel diameter is
negligible. The settlement corresponding that distance in Fig.4 is
75% of the maximum. If that settlement is considered to be
non-time-dependent or immediate settlement, the rest of 25% of
the maximum is time-dependent, so called creep settlement
Therefore the creep settlement of about one third of the
immediate settlement might be added to the calculated when
predicting total ground settlements.

A very important fact, noticed from Fig.4, was that about 30%
of the maximum settlement occurred when the tunnel face
reached the measuring section. It becomes 40% of the total
immediate settlement, which is calculated by usual elasto-plastic
analysis method. This fact somewhat justified the current
practice of load distribution factor for' iight after excavation used
in designing tunnel support system.



3.2 Crown sag

The crown sag data for the portion which occurred ~ before the
start of measurement could not be obtained because it was
measured inside tunnel after excavation, and in most of the cases
the measurement started :after tunnel' 'face advanced some
distance past the measuring section.

To estimate the unmeasured portion of crown sag, the ratio of
the measured to the" maximum crown sag for all sections were
plotted against the tunnel face-distance. A regression curve was
itted.(Fig 5)
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Fig.5 Ratio of the measured to the maximum crown sag versus
the face-distance

The average face-distance where the crown". sag stopped to
increase was 4 times the tunnel diarneterf. And at a
face-distance of 3 times the tunnel diameter the crown sag
became about 70% of the measured maximum I Therefore 'the
time-dependent sag could be about 30% of the measured.

When the curve was extrapolated backward to the zero
face-distance, the unmeasured portion crown sag after excavation
could be about a half of the measured. These unmesured and
measured crown sag add up to 1.5 times the measured to forrn a
sag occurred after excavation.

The tunnel crownf might sag before excavation too. The
analysis of ground settlement showed that about 30% of total
settlement occured before the tunnel face reached the measuring
section.

If the same logic _'could be applied to estimation of crown sag,
the portion of sag occurred before excavation might be about
43% of the sum of the unmeasured and the measured sag. The
total crown sag might be estimated to be about 2.15 times the
measured maximum sag.

4 ANALYSIS OF DESIGN SECTION

To compare the observed data for ground deformation with the

calculated values a typical section _was chosen for the analysis.
A F.E.M. mesh(Fig.6) was prepared. The physical properties of
ground and support system used in the calculation are shown in
Table 2. and Table 3.
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Fig.6 Finite element mesh and boundary conditions

Table 2. Properties of groundUnit I coef. f
s Weight PEIIg1§ gf C°heSi°“ 0lIe(fgSIIf§ti3f1P0iSS0I1'S laws?
'Tata' 1 (d‘;g°) (1/mz) E (,/mz) ratio 0 pressure(r/mf) I _ Ko

sary sand 2.00 20 2.0 1,000 0.333 0.50

wwfggyrock 2.20 35 2.0 5,000 0.286 0.41

wfaftfefgamlrgdi 2.40 40 10.0 80,000 0.230 0.30

Table 3. Properties of support
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E (t/mg) l'aI]0 D1 (r/ma) (deg) tm
Soft Sh0l’CI'. 2.40 30 200.0 500,000 0.2

Hard shotcr. 2.40 40 500.0 1500,000 0.2

Angle of Cohesion You-ngls PO- S0n|s

Rock  ‘_ _ _  _
\ Item ` weight \ friction \ (J 2) \ modulus

'I`he construction sequences were simulated as follows.

lst step I Existing stresses within original ground and
unbalanced force acting along upper half excavation line are
calculated.

2nd step I Upper half is excavated with 40% of unbalanced
force applied. __

3rd step I Soft shotcrete and rock bolts are added, then



additional 30% of unbalanced force is applied. .
4th stept I Shotcrete becomes hard, then last 30% of

unbalanced force is applied.
5th step I Lower half is excavated with 40% of unbalanced

force acting on lower half excavation line.
6th step I Soft shotcrete and rock bolts are added, then 30% of

unbalanwd force is applied.
7th step I Shotcrete becomes hard, and last 30% of unbalanced

force is applied.

With F analysis the total immediate displacements were
obtained. The ground settlements after upper and lower half
excavation were 4.439 mm and 5.002 mm respectively(Table 4).
The corresponding crown sags were 9.431 mm and 10.150 mm
respectively.

lt was seen that most of the ground deformation took place
during excavation of upper half of the tunnel.

Table 4. Displacements by  analysis unitr mm

Exca phase a b c `dExcavated ' 
upper half -4.439 -9.431 -1.013 
Excavated -5.002 -10.150 -0.729 -0.245full face
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5 COMPARISON OF THE MEASURED AND CALCULATED

DEFORMATIONS ‘._
At the chosen section the measurement of crown sag started
when the tunnel face advanced to a distance of about a tunnel
diameter. 'I`he converged value of ground settlements were 10.0
mm and 12.0 mm for upper half and lower half excavations
respectively. sirree the crown seg stopped to increase at
relatively short _face-distance and did not change during lower
half excavation, only the data for upper half excavation were
compared with the calculated values.

Of the total! ground settlement of 10 mm, 3 mm would be
time-dependent settlement and 7 mm the immediate. From the
measured maximum crown sag of 8 mm the total immediate and
the time-dependent crown sag' were estimated to be 17.2 mm
and 2.4 mm(Tab1e 5).

Therefore the ratio of immediate ground settlement to
immediate crown sag become about 2.45 while the corresponding
ratio for the calculated displacements was 2.12.

Even though the magnitudes of calculated displacements were
only about 60% of those of estimated immediate displacements,
the trend of ground deformation during tunnel excavation could
be predicted. The discrepancy in the magnitudes of ground
deformation might be due the overestimation of deformation
modulus of weathered rock st1'ata for F.E.M. analysis.
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Table 5. Analysis of the measured and calculated deformations
after upper half excavation

Item Measured Estimated ce1eu;\eteddeformation deformation deformation

Surface 7 (immediate) . _
settlement 1O'O 3 (time-dependent) 4439 (Immediate)

Crown 17.2 (immediate) _ _ .
. 8.0 2_4 (dme_dependent) 9.431 (immediate)l  iiiSag

6 CONCLUSIONS

From the analysis of the measured ground deformation during
tunnelling in highly weathered rock zone and the comparison
with calculated values the following conclusions could be drawn.

1. Ground settlement ,_ starts to. take place when tunnel face
reachs to a point 2 times the tunnel diameter ahead of the
measuring section and stops at face-distance of 5~6 times
tunnel diameter. Crown sag usually converges to a inal value
before ground settlement does.

2. Load factor applied right after excavation could safely be
40%.

3. The measured deformations of ground -settlement and crovim
sag' include about 30% time-dependent deformation.

4. The calculated deformations, which represent the immediate
deformations, should be increased to estimate the total
deformations by 43% and 14% for ground settlement and crown
sag respectively to include time-dependent deformations.
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